
Reframing Authenticity for Professionals
Good-bye rat race. Hello Blue Ocean. Earn
more. Work less. Live abundantly. From
problems to possibility. From scarcity to
abundance. Entrepreneurship—leadership  is
not 24/7 for everyone. Your daily actions can
truly energize you, your team and your clients.
Often professionals burn out in silence to
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Keynotes

avoid being considered "weak" or "lazy". As a
keynote speaker, I invite your audience to
unapologetically own their desire for a more
sustainable pace—more mindful business
models—that allow for greater impact. True
authenticity. No resentment, no rebellion. Just
gentle resilience.

Mindful Entrepreneurship for
Mindful Affluence™

16 years – speaker
5 years – virtual
40+ talks since 2013

11 years in business
7 years corporate
2x best-selling author

Mindfulness honours your energy's
ebbs and flows. Everyone benefits.
Learn why your natural rhythms—not
social norms—create positive
momentum across the board, for you
and those you engage most often..

Beyond the buzzword lies a
deep sense of self-acceptance.
Personal and energizing.
Learn why authenticity creates
space for clarity and
confidence in all areas of life.

"We all treat our
 $500 Jimmy Choo’s 

better than we do our
 $5 flip flops… it’s human 

nature." — Crystal-Marie Sealy

"helped me realize 
that I am offering a 
quality service which I 
should be paid for...:  
— Marlene Sanders

"the key is to get to 
a place where we can stay 
in our power in the face of

disapproval, without
internalizing that disapproval

— Crystal-Marie Sealy

Keynote. Author. Consultant. MBA, Mom



Clients and Audiences

Crystal-Marie Sealy
Keynote. Author. Consultant. MBA, Mom

“I've listened to the webinar twice since then because I was very interested in
what she had to say and to make sure it was sinking in. I have been in

business 15 years, but I am still not as confident about pricing as I want to
be. Crystal-Marie has helped me realize that I am offering a quality service
which I should be paid for because it has value. I needed the moral boost

that Crystal-Marie gave me." — Marlene Sanders, callmetheorganizer.ca

“Crystal-Marie's workshops followed by a
group session and a private session have
given me what I need to be confident and
competent in strategizing and managing
MaestroQ's social media presence.” 
— Patricia Muir, Speaker, founder,
MaestroQuality.com

“A very dynamic and energetic speaker. She is a
pleasure to listen to, and has a very warm and
interesting speaking style that makes it easy to

listen to and learn from her. She is a very upbeat,
creative, and friendly person, and makes an

incredible speaker. She even adds humour to her
talks as well, to keep them light, interesting, and
enjoyable to listen to – and also helps hold the

crowd." — James Elliott, Speaker,
CompleteHealthandFitness.ca

About Crystal-Marie
Crystal-Marie Sealy, MBA, is a dedicated mom, keynote speaker, two-time best-selling author and
strategy consultant. As author and speaker, Crystal-Marie is focused on resilience through
authenticity, self-acceptance and individual sovereignty. Her business talks are around mindful
entrepreneurship through pricing, lean process, and feasible schedules for inspired creativity and
focused productivity. She also delivers corporate training around client-centric social media
strategy. As a strategy consultant, Crystal-Marie's signature "Mindful Entrepreneurship for Mindful
Affluence™" empowers premium service professionals to create businesses they can truly thrive in.
Learn more at CrystalMarieSealy.com. Book or connect with Crystal-Marie via the links below.
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